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Designing a Safer
Walking Experience for
Las Vegas Pedestrians

MAN vs. CAR
the ultimate clash

Vehicular Violence | Safety Design | Semiotics
An exploration of vehicular violence and potential preventive design strategies

Jennifer Wong

MAN CAR
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the ultimate clash

Keywords

Author’s Note
Pedestrianization:
The past few months have been distressing, with little respite

Walking Environments

Bollards

from the terrors that plagued our world. From our troubles

Traffic Calming Devices

Pedestrian Bridges

with North Korea, to the attacks in Barcelona, London and

Walkability

Car Free Zones

Charlottesville, it is a rare occassion that a day will go by

Car Restraining Policies

Entertainment Zones

without seeing news coverage of a violent incident that has
occurred somewhere in the world. I have to admit, it makes
me want to relish in ignorance so that my biggest worry is not
my safety, but rather my ordinary school obligations: pretty
renderings, scaled drawings, and sun studies.

Vehicular Violence:
Urban Insecurity

Street Safety Systems

Fear of Crime

Vulnerability

Hypersecuritization

Fortification

Untill recently, turning a blind eye to the violence has worked
for me. But, the gruesome image of people being thrown in
the air by a speeding vehicle and the shocking images of people

Abstract

laying bloodied on a sidewalk are too hard to ignore. These

Risk Perception

Universal Domain of Signification

images carry with them the gravity and importance of our

Environmental Psychology

Sign Systems

responsibilities as designers. They are reminders of why we are

Symbols of Safety

Symbols of Fear

pushed to our limits in school and why the road to licensure
is intended to be so difficult. As architects, we are responsible
for keeping people safe. Through research and good design, we
have the potential to save lives.

The car has become a common weapon of choice

This paper explores the potential components of

for terrorists and others hoping to do harm to

a safety design strategy by examining the general

unsuspecting pedestrians. There is a pressing need

incidence of vehicular attacks, exploring the

for the development of effective, preventive design

economic and sociologic impacts of vehicular

strategies to stop vehicular attacks before they cause

violence on walking environments, and discusses

pedestrian fatalities. Vehicular violence has broader

the relationship between safety design and spatial

consequences beyond the pedestrians directly

awareness of pedestrians.

involved in specific incidents. The fear created
by vehicular attacks undermines public trust and
unity, resulting in harm that is less obvious than the
immediate casualties, but is just as damaging. Is it
possible to design the fear away? Do street safety
devices enhance pedestrians’ feelings of safety?
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Semiotic Analysis:

It is with this purpose that I begin my research...

Las Vegas:
LV Strip Pedestrian Experience

21st Century Global City

Integrated Resorts

Safety Design Policies

Destination Image

Public-Private Partnerships

Fall Semester, 2017
AAE 789 Hospitality Design Studio

Using a semiotic theory-driven method of layering,

University of Nevada

the researcher proposes criteria for designing safe,

Las Vegas

vibrant public spaces for Las Vegas pedestrians

School of Architecture

without creating a climate of fear or a culture of
paranoia.

Jennifer Wong

4505 S Maryland Pkwy, Las Vegas, NV 89154
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02
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03

A vehicle in Charlottesville, VA
rammed through a crowd of
protestors, killing one person and
injuring several others.

VEHICULAR
ATTACKS

05

01

06

August 2017: Charlottesville, Virginia.
19 protestors were injured after a speed-

ing car intentionally plowed through the crowd.

02

07

August 2017: Barcelona, Spain.

Mass

panic as a crowd of pedestrians flee for

their safety, but unsure where safety is?

A 32 year old woman was killed.

W

03

August 2017: Barcelona, Spain.

14

people were killed and several other

pedestrians injured after a van rammed through
the tourist hot spot. One American was killed in
this vehicular attack.

hy is additional street security necessary?

“Urban Insecurity” and fear can potentially impact health (e.g.,
anxiety), quality of life (e.g., walkable experience), and consumer

04

May 2017: New York Times Square.
1 dead and 22 others injured after a

man drove his car onto the crowded sidewalk

05

May 2017: New York Times Square.
Good samaritans trying to assist the

06

December 2015: Las Vegas Strip, Nevada. A woman driving with her 3 year

old daughter in the car, runs her car onto the

injured.

in Times Square. The photo captures him as he

sidewalk killing one person and injuring dozens

tries to flee the scene.

of other pedestrians.

behavior (e.g., spending behavior and avoidance of certain areas).
Street Safety systems alone are helpful, but without effective policies,
maintaining the security of the streets is nearly impossible. Las Vegas
needs to reexamine its security profile and revise its street protection
systems.

07

March 2017: Westminster Bridge,
London, England. 4 people ae dead

and more than 20 others injured after a terrorist

Vehicular Violence

plowed through pedestrians near Britain’s

The use of the car as a weapon is not only an international occurrence, but

parliament.

is also a domestic problem that needs to be addressed. These are just a few
incidents that have rocked the news recently.
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FORTIFICATION

of fortification and the new forms of surveillance
will eventually become normalized. Some argue that
fortification has a negative effect on the quality of life in
cities because it controls behavior and limits accessibility

H

and movement (Marcuse, 2002). Davis (1990) argues that
fortification of city spaces often incites fear and make these
ighly publicized crimes in global tourist
destinations can make individuals afraid of travel
in general (Pizam, Tarlow and Bloom, 1997). Las

city spaces feel less safe. Nemeth and Hollander (2010)
contend that increasing actual safety, via fortification, does
not necessarily result in a decrease of levels of fear.

Vegas is a global city that has recently suffered from a highly

Instilling feelings of safety is critical if an urban design

publicized act of violence. Extensive media coverage of

project is to be successful (Talen, 2008). Protecting tourists

violent incidents such as the October 1, 2017 shooting on

also protects the community’s economic welfare. Thus,

the Las Vegas Strip, often include dissections of the events

instilling feelings of safety and protecting the well-being

leading up to the incident and speculations of what could

of tourists should be a joint responsibility of the tourism

have been done to prevent it. Law enforcement officials

industry and law enforcement officials.

go on high alert, and the debate about increasing security
and fortifying public spaces is launched. Many private
and public officials use this as an opportunity to justify the
implementation of enhanced security measures (Nemeth
and Hollander, 2010). While the news cycle eventually ends,
and the panic and fear induced by the media subside, the
conversation about tourist safety lingers and the public must
deal with the remnants of fortification.
The U.S. has a long history of temporary fortification of
public spaces during periods of war and conflict. According
to Benton-Short (2007), the visible and invisible forms

“Architecture of Terror”

In an attempt to protect its pedestrians, cities around the world have employed safety design

“Violence is a permanent and
pervasive feature of our society,”

elements that some critics call the “Architecture of Terror.” According to Brown (1985),
“Barricades and bollards have become the newest accessory on the country’s psychic frontier...”

according to Foucault (1980).
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RESEARCH QUESTION
How do we design SAFE, vibrant public spaces for Las Vegas pedestrians
without creating a climate of fear or a culture of paranoia?

w

hat is the experience of the Las Vegas Strip from the pedestrian perspective?
The purpose of this paper is to understand the Las Vegas Walking environment as

a dynamic semiotic system that conveys information and connects the flow of money and
people from one Integrated Resort to another.
Concrete barriers were added to the Fremont Street Experience
in Downtown Las Vegas as precautionary measures after the 2017
vehicular attacks in Barcelona, Spain.

DESTINATION IMAGE
“Destinations that gain notoriety as crime hot spots are likely
to experience difficulty in retaining their tourism industry,”
according to Prideaux (1996).
Although it has mass appeal as a city where

its destination image, its pedestrians, as well

everyone can revel in life, Las Vegas is not immune

as its tourism industry. Pedestrians cannot

to the adverse effects that violence can have on

protect themselves from vehicular attacks, so the

a destination’s image. Las Vegas is a high profile

responsibility lies with urban designers and city

global city, thus, it has a high degree of target

planners to keep them safe.

proneness. Enhancing the safety of Las Vegas
pedestrians provides an opportunity to boost visitor
confidence and elevate the Strip experience in a
way that benefits all safety stakeholders. This paper
will focus on 3 safety stakeholders: the City of Las
Vegas, Pedestrians of the Las Vegas Boulevard, and
the Integrated Resorts along the infamous Las Vegas

10
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Research has shown that most tourists select their
destinations based on price, destination image, and
on perceived safety and security (Knutson, 1988).
Being a global city means the risk perceptions
will greatly differ from group to group and from
person to person making it necessary to explore

Strip.

design options that minimize this variance in risk

The City of Las Vegas is responsible for protecting

planning process is important.

perceptions. Thus, public participation in the

11
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INTEGRATED RESORTS
The Las Vegas Strip is a valued public space with important spatial connections to
the City’s biggest profit centers, Integrated Resorts.

H

With public participation and input from Integrated
Resorts, the City should set forth a guideline for
ow much authority should each Integrated
Resort have over the way its streetscape is
designed and protected?

The lifeblood of the Las Vegas Strip lies in its destination

implementing street safety systems to protect
pedestrians. Under the guidance of a review board,
each IR should have the creative freedom to apply these
safety guidelines when enhancing their streetscape or
extending their vernacular to the street.

image as an exciting and vibrant tourist destination.
The installation of utilitarian bollards can negatively
affect this image and possibly hinder pedestrian
mobility. Las Vegas pedestrians are not concerned with
the demarcation of public space and the private realm
along the Las Vegas Strip, but they are the priority safety
stakeholders of this special threshold.
The Tourism Industry has a “special obligation” to
promote safety enhancements to protect its pedestrians.
Each IR sits on a distinct space along the Strip and each
uniquely contributes to the exciting sidewalk spectacle
that defines the Strip. Yet, Integrated Resorts lack
authority over how its streetscape is designed, connected
and protected.

The streetscape in front of the New York New
York Hotel is an active zone with several food and
beverage venues.

The “Skywalks”, also called pedestrian bridges, help pedestrians
safely move from one Integrated Resort to another.

Every Las Vegas Integrated Resort (IR) faces different constraints and challenges when
dealing with their streetscape because each IR sits on a unique site and has unique
organizational needs. For example, the world reknown fountain performance at
Bellagio is its main attraction. Thus, the priority of its streetscape is to create a passive
zone where spectators can safely gather all hours of the day and night to view the show.

12
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FEAR

FOLLOWS

FORM

Street Safety Systems
Extensive bollard systems are effective
in protecting pedestrians from vehicles
and have become prominent features in
twenty first century global cities.
The meanings attached to these safety
devices might contribute to public
reassurance if they are valued as
symbols of SAFETY. However, these
safety devices might be symbols of
FEAR for some pedestrians. Fear can
be embedded in the streetscape via the

or....

visible forms of security, or also referred
to as hypersecuritization or fortification.
Due to fortification, negative perceptions
of tourist safety can trigger negative
affect towards the Integrated Resort and
the Las Vegas destination image.
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FORM

FOLLOWS

FEAR
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01

02

Bronze, custom art formed security

04

03

barriers in New York City are
designed to keep vehicles off of
sidewalks.

BOLLARDS
and
BARRIERS

05
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01

A

06

These cast stone, semi-spherical bollards
were designed by architect, Saeta Estudi,

02

07

Concrete jersey barriers were
temporarily installed at the Fremont

to protect pedestrians as well as to outline and

Street Experience in Downtown Las Vegas as a

organize public spaces.

precautionary measure following the Barcelona

03

Bollards are disguised as statues of piles
of books protecting the Cambridge

University Library in London, England.

vehicular attacks of 2017.

rtistic bollards are creative solutions to making safety devices
aesthetically pleasing to street users. However, the systematic
consideration of the costs and benefits of installing safety

devices prior to an actual attack often results in the implementation of
less appealing, utilitarian bollards.

04

Utilitarian bollards such as these
in London are a common site in

streetscapes around the world. They are

05

Local street artists painted the square
bollards that line the streets in

Melbourne, Australia.

06

Gabion mesh bollards with a fully
galvanised inner security core supplied

to M&S Eco store in Sheffield, England.

universally recognized as street safety devices.

Putting costs and aesthetics aside, the issue of concern for this paper is:
do bollards make people feel safe? If so, at what point
do they stop being symbols of safety and instead become
symbols that make pedestrians fearful and hyperaware of
their vulnerability?

07
City.

Heavy duty concrete planters are used as
barriers along a sidewalk in New York

Meanings
The vehicle is identified as an artifice that threatens the safety of pedestrians,
but do these bollards threaten pedestrians confidence and comfort in their
surroundings? Do they read as “safety” or as “art pieces”? Can they be both?
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w

Understanding the streetscape as a
semiotic system that conveys meanings
and connects the flow of money and
people from resort to resort

e make sense of our world by
experiencing it as a striation of layers
of meanings and VALUES. Walking

environments are comprised of many
perceivable elements with various meanings
and characteristics. In this study, the researcher
focuses on these streetscape values:
• Strict HIERARCHY of spaces
• Walls/barriers need to emphasize their
STRENGTH
• Sidewalk widths and heights above street
level clarify the SEPARATION of man and car
• Bollards/barriers imply either FEAR or
SAFETY
A semiotic framework allows the researcher to

It is necessary to conceive a tool for the

Utilizing “self-reports of environmental

analysis of risk perceptions related to

evaluations” that require people to

the symbols of street safety and security,

judge their own physical environments,

prior to any design experimentation that

the researcher gathered data about

would apply an appropriate safety design.

feelings of safety, ideal streetscapes

Understanding the needs and the unique

and interpretations of bollards. 5

perspectives of the user group is an

participants were taken to 3 Study

essential step of the design process.

Areas and asked for an oral experiential

The researcher conducted a preliminary
study that explored the correlation of
fear and safety to street safety systems
at 3 frequently visited Las Vegas Strip
locations.

Semiotics is the study of meaning-making by employing and integrating
methods and theories developed in the cognitive sciences. By analyzing
signs and symbols, Semiotics allows us to provide new information about
human signification and its manifestation in public spaces.

18

3 were European tourists and 2 were
local residents. Study Areas were chosen
based on linear and vertical distances
from cars, barrier types, pedestrian flow

bollards, sidewalks, and barriers.

Definition:

MAN+CAR

from 28-59 with 2 males and 3 females.

and streetfront amenities and attractions.

analyze interpretations of safety devices, such as

SEMIOTIC
ANALYSIS

narrative. Participants ranged in age

A Layered Approach to
Bollards+Barriers:
BASE LAYER:

Safety
This is a necessary component for a well
designed bollard/barrier. Without this
visual safety cue, the bollard does not
read as “safety”.

+

APPEAL LAYERS:

FUNCTION LAYERS:

Artistic

Landscape Planters

Signage

+

Lighting

Entertainment

Seating

Aesthetic

SMART City sensors

These additional layers help to reduce
people’s fear and risk perception by
drawing their attention away from their
vulnerability and onto something more
appealing.

Integrating additional features into the
design can make these multi-purpose
safety devices more cost effective, thus
more likely to be implemented.

19
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LAYERS
of VALUES+MEANINGS
What do these
SYMBOLS mean
to you?

Diversity makes Las Vegas an arousing destination. However, one of the challenges of
designing in a diverse global city is mitigating the differences between a locally appropriate
or culturally specific design vs. a design that is internationally appealing.

CONTEXT

Prior to commencing the site visits of

fear associated with each. All

picture. While they liked the protection

the 3 Study Areas, the participants were

participants were able to recognize

of bollard 2, they reported negative

asked for oral feedback about their

bollard 1 and bollard 2 as street safety

feelings of “vulnerability”. Interestingly,

interpretations of 3 bollards (pictured

devices and all ranked them as a 7 on

bollard 3 was not recognized as a bollard

below). The purpose of this phase of

a 7-point scale of “feelings of safety”.

that protects people, but rather an art

the preliminary study is to gage the

Due to its bright yellow hazard striping,

installation that was to be protected itself.

participant’s familiarity with the safety

bollard 2 made people feel cautious and

All participants ranked it as a neutral 4

devices and their levels of safety and

hyperaware of the surroundings in the

on the 7-point scale of “feelings of safety”.

”

FEAR OF CRIME: an emotional response of dread or anxiety to
crime or SYMBOLS that a person associates with crime.

SAFETY

(Ferraro, 1995)

APPEAL

FUNCTION

a layered approach to designing the FEAR away
Bollard 1

20
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Bollard 2

Bollard 3
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Study Areas

Las Vegas
BOLLARDS

T

Study Area 3

Study Area 1

he next phase of the preliminary study is the
site visits of the 3 Study Areas. Study Area 1 is
the streetscape fronting Bellagio. This area was

selected as a baseline measure because it has no safety
measures in place even though it is one of the most
visited sidewalk spectacles on the Las Vegas Strip.

The sidewalk in front of the Paris Hotel is one of the high risk
areas where Clark County will install bollards. The bollards
will be installed at an estimated cost of $6,400 per safety
device.

Study Area 2

Study Area 2 is the active streetfront at New York
New York. This site was selected because its sidewalk
is slightly elevated and has a barrier. The site visits
conclude at Study Area 3 which is the intersection
of connected “skywalks”, or pedestrian bridges, at
Las Vegas Boulevard and Flamingo Road. This site
is a clear example of full PEDESTRIANIZATION.
Pedestrianization is prioritizing pedestrians by creating

22
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a separation between people and vehicular traffic.

Site map of Integrated Resorts along the Las Vegas
Boulevard. Map also highlights the 3 Study Areas
and the high risk areas where Clark County will
install bollards.
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Study participants were asked:
HIGH RISK EXPOSURE

MEDIUM RISK EXPOSURE

LOW RISK EXPOSURE

What makes you feel safe when
walking along the Las Vegas Strip?

• Bellagio was the most popular site due to its
fountain show and street performers, but the
least “safe” due to lack of barrier protection
• “Skywalks” were the least popular because
of its uncleanliness and lack of amenities
but “safest” due to its total separation
• Sidewalk widths and heights above street
level at the NYNY streetscape were the most
“ideal” of all 3 Study Areas

STUDY AREA 1

STUDY AREA 2

STUDY AREA 3

Bellagio

NYNY Hotel and Casino

“Skywalk” Bridges at Flamingo Road

SIDEWALK WIDTH:

17 ft

SIDEWALK WIDTH:

13 - 28 ft

SIDEWALK WIDTH:

13 ft

BARRIER:		

none

BARRIER:		

metal gate

BARRIER:		

n/a

DISTANCE (ABOVE STREET):

6 in

DISTANCE (ABOVE STREET):

6 in - 3 ft

DISTANCE (ABOVE STREET):

19 ft

AMENITIES:		

none

AMENITIES:
ZONE:		

fountain show
passive zone

AMENITIES:
ZONE:

restaurants, bars, seating
active entertainment zone

ZONE:		

heavy foot traffic

SYMBOLS
of FEAR
...SAFETY
Where do you feel the safest
when walking the Las Vegas Strip?
... on the “Skywalks”

24
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POSITIVE
				signs+symbols
Ideal Streetscapes

Somewhere to...
rest, think + reflect

Somewhere...
artful

01
Somewhere to...
walk, ride + play

A vacation can be exhausting, especially if there
is a lot of sightseeing to do at the destination.
Having a safe, clean place to relax for a moment
is important to many tourists.

05

Walking and bicycling are environmentally friendly and preferred

06

A vibrant and entertaining
art scene helps attract visitors
looking for a cultural or local
experience.

modes of travel for many tourists who enjoy being outdoors.

What would encourage you
to spend time outside?
After visiting all 3 Study Areas, the participants
were then asked to describe their ideal streetscape

Somewhere...
green

for any tourist destination. They were then tasked

02

The ideal streetscape, according to

Somewhere to...
pose

with ranking the streetscape characteristics

03

Somewhere to...
eat + drink

in order from most important to least. This

04

study participants, would be lined

26

important characteristic, to the least popular and
less important. All participants reported that

with trees and lush landscape. Their

All participants reported that

Outdoor dining venues are in high

somewhere to rest and enjoy the view is their main

reasoning is that the trees provided

having a scenic backdrop to

demand if there are great views and

priority.

a barrier of protection from the sun

take photographs is a priority.

favorable weather to be enjoyed during

and also from vehicles.

MAN+CAR

reflects the order from most popular and most

the meal.

This data is useful for designing positive layers that
can be added to the base layer of safety.
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Design
Proposal

STUDY AREA 3

For Las Vegas

Utilizing the enunciations of sign systems
in the streetscape to create a safer walking
environment for Las Vegas Pedestrians

A

Full Pedestrianization vs. Integration

STUDY AREA 1

Preventive framework is developed that will

The first component of the preventive framework

implement street safety systems without

is an inventory of the Bellagio’s safety devices

creating a climate of fear. The design intent

and its associated negative meanings. Next, is an

the existing walking environment. Neither man nor
car dominates the streetscape.

assessment of the objectives (positive layers of appeal

a well connected and diverse walking environment

and function) of both the IR and the street users.

Design Option 2:			
Separation of Man+Car:

Using the results of the preliminary study that

Partial removal of vehicular access along the LV strip.

of spatial, economic, and cultural contexts makes it
necessary to create a unique safety design for each
Las Vegas Integrated Resort.

28

Installation of multi-purpose safety design elements to

of the proposed framework also includes creating
that will enhance the existing context. The interplay

MAN+CAR

Design Option 1:
Safer Integration of Man+Car:

analyzed people’s interpretations of safety at all 3
Study Areas, a theory-driven method of layering
safety is proposed. 3 design options are created

Study Area 1, the Bellagio streetscape, was selected

using these ideal sidewalk widths, heights, and safety

for the design proposal because it is the highest risk

devices which are then layered with varying degrees

and most popular location.

of pedestrianization.

STUDY AREA 2

Pedestrians are the priority of the streetscape.

Design Option 3:				
Total Separation of Man+Car:

The NYNY Hotel streetscape at Study Area 2 was reported to
be the most “ideal” because of its height above street level, its
wide sidewalk , and active streetfront.

Pedestrians feel safer when isolated on “Waterwalks”.
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BOLLARDS BECOME
PERFORMERS

1

Safer Integration of Man + Car

Installation of MULTI-PURPOSE bollards
adds layers of positive symbols such as
art, vernacular and entertainment.

This design option addresses the
issue of unsightly, utilitarian bollards
and barriers. Completely disguising
bollards is not a solution to creating

a safe walking environment rid of fear because
street users need to identify the safety value of
these safety devices. A good street design will
quickly distract people with additional layers of
positive signs and symbols that offer aesthetic
appeal, entertainment value or other functions.
Respondents at the Bellagio site, Study Area
1, felt vulnerable and exposed without any
bollards along the Las Vegas Boulevard. They
felt safer watching the fountain show from the
interior side of the lake in front of the resort’s
main entrance and away from vehicular traffic.
Drawing inspiration from the follies of
Capability Brown, the lighted, retractable
bollards mimic the mysterious movement
of water and light of the infamous Bellagio
Fountain Performance. This modern day
urban folly is an art installation that extends
the water, light, and music performance of the
fountains to the streets.

30
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The bollards extend the fountain
performance to the street. Neither
man nor vehicle dominates.

31
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Partial Pedestrianization

STREETSCAPE IS
EXTENDED + ACTIVATED

2

The most important positive layer in this
design is the active streetfront. Sidewalk
height is the first priority safety variable.

Based on the data gathered from
respondents about Study Area 2, the
streetscape fronting New York New York

Hotel, this design option increases the height
above street level and the width of the sidewalk.
Respondents at Study Area 3 felt somewhat
comfortable being 3 feet above vehicular traffic,
but felt the safest when there was at least 15 feet
of linear space between them and the vehicles.
Interestingly, all respondents ranked this Study
Area 3 as the second safest location due to the
active streetfront and number of people in the
vicinity.
By reclaiming one vehicle lane of the Las Vegas
Boulevard, the sidewalk is widened to 26 feet and
raised 3 feet above street level. The streetscape
is activated by “Pop-Up” restaurants and lounges
that are housed by protective framing structures.
Reinforced planters and additional trees line the
boulevard and provide a safe buffer between street
users and vehicles.
Raising the sidewalk up by 3 feet will obscure
some of the fountain show for viewers in vehicles.
This will force them to park at the Bellagio and
view the show as a pedestrian, thus increasing the
foot traffic for the IR.

32
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Street performers and outdoor dining
venues activate the once passive zone.
Pedestrians dominate this streetscape.
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SIDEWALK BECOMES
WATERWALK

3

Full Pedestrianization

Layers of positive symbols such as art
entertainment, aesthetics, and function
help make this option the most IDEAL

This design option utilizes the
data gathered from the skywalks
at Study Area 3, the intersection

of Flamingo Road and Las Vegas Boulevard.
Respondents found the skywalks comforting
because they were completely separated
from the vehicular traffic below. They also
reported satisfaction with the alternative
views that the skywalks offered. However, 3
people reported negative feelings about the
skywalks cleanliness and lack of aesthetic
appeal. They felt that it was simply a means
of getting from one location to another
rather than a destination in itself where they
would want to spend time.
The sidewalk along Las Vegas Boulevard
converts to a “green zone” where pedestrians
are prohibited. Instead, pedestrians will
cross over a WATERWALK that floats over
the Bellagio lake. Pushing the sidewalk
over the lake creates a complete separation
between pedestrians and vehicles and adds
20 linear feet of buffer space as additional
security. The waterwalk also brings people
closer to the main attraction at Bellagio, the
fountain show.
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The WATERWALK over the lake
creates a total separation between
pedestrians and vehicles
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Discussion
Creating a world without fear is impossible. However,
using a theory-driven method of layering symbols of
safety with positive symbols of ideal characteristics, it is
possible to design a landscape where one can fold himself
into a textural-weaving of SAFETY.

V

ehicular violence has adverse

along the Las Vegas Strip without

streetscapes. It is not enough to make

of safety” when they are completely

consequences for the tourism

negatively affecting the Integrated Resorts?

people safe. A great streetscape will

separated from vehicles (e.g., full

make people FEEL safe.

pedestrianization of “skywalks”). Despite

industry. Highly publicized

attacks undermine global confidence in
the destination’s safety, often stigmatizing
it as a “high risk” area that tourist should
avoid. Such attacks and travel warnings
are used by both the public and private

This preliminary study and design

this, it is not the most ideal Las Vegas

experimentation suggests that it is possible

This study is exploratory in nature and

to meet the unique needs of Integrated

was conducted with a limited sample size.

Resorts while providing SAFE and

It is intended to investigate the extent

Due to its small sample size and unique,

exceptional travel experiences in global

of influence of street safety systems on

site specific factors, the findings might

cities. One possible solution to avoid

users’ feelings of safety and fear. The

not be applicable elsewhere. However, it

streetscape because it lacks amenities.

The Fountain Performance

sectors to justify the fortification of

is one of the most popular

public spaces.

inciting fear is to completely disguise

results of the preliminary study show that

is possible to conclude that the results of

street safety devices such as bollards

the bold hazard striping on the utilitarian

this study provide empirical support to

Undoubtedly, safety is a necessary

and barriers. The benefit of disguising

bollards make participants hyperaware

reinforce the claims against fortification.

component for any Hospitality project.

these safety measures is that it avoids

of their surroundings and vulnerability.

Additional security measures are

stigmatizing the area as a potential terror

Interestingly though, they also reported

implemented to prevent future crime as

target. However, the findings of this study

high levels of safety and protection. On

well as to enhance the confidence and

show that the perceived “absence” of

the other hand, the artistic bollards do

comfort of travellers. However, research

safety devices does not necessarily result

not increase “feelings of safety”. Instead,

has shown that the fortification of public

in the replacement of fear with feelings

they are regarded as untouchable art

spaces actually increases fear and distrust

of comfort and safety. From this point

pieces that should be protected.

partnership between tourism operators,

among others (Savitch, 2008). So, is

of view, it is possible to conclude that

it possible to increase the security and

the best design solution is a layered and

The site visits show that people

agencies around the world.

safety of tourists and other pedestrians

collaborative approach to creating safer

attractions along the Las Vegas Strip
and generates much foot traffic for
Bellagio and other neighboring IRs.
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To confirm the findings of this study it is
recommended that more robust surveys
be conducted of the extent of street safety
symbols on users’ feelings of safety and
fear of crime. This should be done as a
municipalities, and law enforcement

experience the highest levels of “feelings
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VIDEO: Street Safety by Jenn Wong
Slide 1: “Street Safety”
This is a study about Street Safety

Slide 2: “How do we coexist?”
The use of the car as a deadly weapon is not only an international occurrence, but also a tragedy that has
occurred far too many times here in Las Vegas.

Appendix
Jennifer Wong

Video on Street Safety:		

find the video at: https://vimeo.com/266027459

So how do we begin to design SAFER, more Vibrant walking experiences for Las Vegas
Pedestrians without creating a climate of FEAR? ....
We begin by exploring design options WITH street users via a streetscape survey app.
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Slide 3: “The sidewalks connect the flow of money and people from one Integrated Resort to another”

Slide 5: “Las Vegas is a GLOBAL city”

You might be wondering how this affects you. Well… this is important because tourism drives our economy
and our sidewalks literally connect the flow of money and people from one Integrated Resort to another.

The first thing to consider is the fact that Las Vegas is a GLOBAL city, thus has a high degree of target
proneness. This is important because highly publicized crimes in global tourist destinations can make individuals
afraid of travel.

Slide 4: “How do we design SAFER, VIBRANT walking experiences for Las Vegas Pedestrians?”
So how do we begin to design SAFER, more Vibrant walking experiences for Las Vegas Pedestrians without
creating a climate of FEAR?
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Slide 6: “Barricades and Bollards” images
In an attempt to protect its pedestrians, cities around the world have employed safety design elements that
some critics call “the Architecture of Terror”…Baricades and bollards have become the newest accessory on our
streets.
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Slide 7: “How do these make people feel?”
Being a global city also means that we have a diverse demographic of street users. A bollard may be a
neutral, familiar sight for one tourist, but might trigger feelings of vulnerability in another.

Slide 8: “Integrated Resorts + Municipalities”
The lifeblood of the Las Vegas Strip lies in its destination image as an exciting and vibrant tourist
destination. However, it is the responsibility of both the Tourism Industry and the Municipalities to work together
to promote safety enhancements.
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Slide 9: “Streetscape Survey Mobile App”
The ideal way for Integrated Resorts and Municipalities to create safe and vibrant walking experiences is to
explore design options WITH street users via a streetscape survey app.

Slide 10: “Mobile App”
The app can be used pre-construction by any entity wanting to measure their project’s potential
effectiveness and user preferences.
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Slide 11: “Post-Construction”

Slide 13: “Multiple Applications”

OR it can be used post-construction to measure its effectiveness and user satisfaction. Understanding error
rates is key to maintaining transparency and accountability.

The City can use this as an informal and easily accessible design charrette. IRs can use this to reinforce
their brand. While tourists and other users can earn rewards points for giving their feedback.

Slide 12: “Objectives of the App”

Slide 14: “Thank You”

In addition to understanding the mindset of tourists and pedestrians, another great benefit of the app is
that it can encourage users to consider better alternatives to utilitarian bollards.

Thank you for watching!
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